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CHAPTER I

THE DRAWING OF SCREWS AND BOLTS
It is not an unusual occurrence to see an otherwise well laid out
mechanical drawing that is to a very great extent a practical failure,

because sufficient attention has not been given to the mechanical
details of the parts represented. The artistic work may be well
executed, lines and circles cleanly made and nicely joined, centers
exactly indicated by the intersecting lines, spacing and measurements
even and accurate, dimensions given from practical working points,
and the terminals of dimension lines carefully indicated, figures plain
and unmistakable, and the general features of the design well and
cleanly represented; but many of the minor details are incomplete or
lacking altogether, and there are no notes or other directions which
supply the information which the absence of these details renders
necessary.

It has been truly said that “a mechanical drawing is valuable just
in so far as it gives practical information to the workmen in the shop
who build the device which it represents.” What are frequently con
sidered as minor details, are frequently of the utmost importance, and
we would fail in our work as draftsmen and designers if we neglected to
give proper and careful attention to the bolts, nuts, screws, etc., with
which the parts are fastened together.
In the drawing of screw threads, it is not usual to show the exact

form of each individual thread unless there is some special reason for
doing so, as this would be a waste of time for which there would be

no valid excuse. If the exact form of the particular thread is required
to be represented, as for instance, where a special tool is needed in
forming it, the contour of the thread must be very carefully laid out.
If it is to have a flat bottom and inclined sides, the width of the flat
at the bottom and the inclination of the sides should be given, the
latter expressed in degrees.

Let it now first be required to represent a square thread of 1%-inch
pitch, cut for a distance of 9 inches on a bolt 5% inches in diameter.
Fig. 1 shows the completed drawing.

First draw the center line, and then the two lines representing the
diameter of the piece. Then draw the two lines representing the depth

of the thread, which in this case is equal to one-half the pitch, or %
inch. Then space off the thickness of the threads and the spaces
between them, 7% inch each, and through each alternate point draw
vertical lines for the right-hand sides of the threads on the top and the
left-hand sides at the bottom. Draw the inclined lines across the
piece, representing the top edges of the thread. From the intersection
of these lines with the center line, draw the inclined lines representing
the bottom of the threads. The upper end of the thread, as at A, is
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usually made on the center line, and shows the location for the with
drawal of the thread-cutting tool.
are then drawn as shown.

The necessary dimension

lines

In some cases the sides of the thread

are

not exactly at right angles to the surface, but are inclined from 2 to

5 degrees, and still the thread is frequently called a square thread.

In such a case the pitch, the angle, and the depth of the thread must
be given.

It is required to draw a regular W-thread (sometimes called “a
sharp V-thread”) of 99-inch pitch, on a 2%-inch bolt, and cut to 3%
inches from the end.

-

A regular V-thread is shown in Fig. 2.

-

This thread is always of

60-degree angle (30 on each side), unless otherwise specified.

If the

top and bottom of the thread is to be flat instead of a sharp angle,
the width of this flat space should be specified, unless it conforms
to that of the United States Standard (U. S. S.) thread, in which it is

one-eighth of the pitch, or the distance from thread to thread.* To draw
a bolt with sharp V-thread, first, lay out the center line and the parallel

lines above and below it showing the diameter of the bolt. Space off
the pitch, 3% inch, upon the top line, and one-half of one of these
spaces from the end at the right (as at B) on the bottom line. This

will determine the angle of the thread as the line AB. Through the
spaced points along the top line, draw lines parallel to the line AB.
These lines represent the top edges of the thread. From the points
of the intersection of these lines with the top and bottom lines, and
by the aid of the 60-degree angle, draw the V-form of the threads at
the top and bottom lines. From the intersection of these lines at the
bottom of the thread, draw the inclined lines representing the bottom
of the thread. These lines will not be quite parallel to those represent

ing the tops of the thread. The upper end of the thread is usually
drawn as at C.

-

Fig. 3 shows the usual method of representing screw threads in
comparatively large details. The fine lines are supposed to represent
the top edges, and the pitch and angle of the thread. The heavy lines
represent the bottoms of the thread. The number of threads to the
inch and the form of the thread should also always be specified. The
form at the present time in the United States is usually understood

to be the United States Standard when no other form is specified.
The length along the bar to be threaded should also be given.
Fig. 4 shows the method of representing threads on small rods,
screws, bolts, etc., or upon such as are drawn to a small scale. The
lines are supposed to represent the pitch and angle of the thread, and
may be drawn entirely across the piece or they may terminate a short
distance inside the outside lines, as shown.

The same dimensions

should be given as are specified for Fig. 3.
Machine Screws

The term “machine screw” is to most persons, and often to machin

ists and draftsmen, a rather indefinite designation.

They frequently

*For a more thorough treatise on screw thread systems, see MACHINERy's
Iteference Series No. 31, “Screw Thread Tools and Gages.”
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have rather vague ideas in reference to what is meant by machine
screws, cap screws, set screws, etc., and the distinguishing difference
between these various forms. The draftsman should, however, be
able to state on his drawing exactly what may be had in the open
market, so that money may not be spent in making special sizes when
the regular sizes carried in stock or easily procured will answer the
purpose quite as well, and frequently better, and at much less cost.
Machine screws are shown in Fig. 5. They are made of both iron
and brass and divided into three classes according to the form of the
head:

flat head, round head and fillister head.

The thread is cut

close up to the head except in the comparatively long sizes. The diam
eters are not given in fractions of an inch, but by certain arbitrary
numbers, corresponding to the “screw gage.” These arbitrary numbers,

the number of threads per inch, and the diameter expressed in the
nearest common fraction of an inch are as follows: *
TABLE OF DIMENSIONS OF MACHINE SCREWS

A. S. M. E. Standard
Machine Screw
Number
10
12
14
16
18
20
24

Threads per

Approximate

Inch

Diameter

30
28
24
22
20
20
16

3/16
7/32
1/4
17/64
19/64
5/16
3/8

In giving the length of machine screws, they should be measured
“over-all” for flat heads, and from under the head to the point for
round and fillister heads. Many mistakes occur on drawings, and in
the correct reading of drawings, in regard to dimensions of machine

screws by disregard of, or lack of information on, this point. It
should be noticed that the heads of all machine screws are circular,
and all are slotted for the use of a screw driver. The threads of
machine screws are usually drawn in a manner similar to that shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The head of the flat-head type is about twice the
diameter of the body. The angle under the head is usually about 45
degrees. The slot extends about one-half the depth of the head. The
round head is a trifle less than twice the diameter of the body, and the
thickness or height is 0.7 of the diameter. The diameter of the fillister
head is a trifle more than one and one-half times the diameter of the

body. Its height, exclusive of the rounded top, is equal to 0.66 times
the diameter of the body. The radius of the arc of the top of the
head is equal to the diameter of the head. The slots are one-half the
depth of the head. The width of the slot is about one-fifth to one
fourth the diameter of the body.'t
The object in using machine screws and cap screws—which latter
will be presently described—is to secure one piece to another, much in
* For more complete data, see MACHINERY's Data Sheet Series, No. 1, “Screw
Threads,” pages 22 and 23, or MACHINERY's Reference Series No. 35, “Tables
and Formulas for Shop and Drafting-room,” §. 30.

#For more complete data, see MACHINERY's Data Sheet Series, No. 2, “Screws,
Bolts and Nuts,” pages 14 and 15.
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the same way that bolts are used. Therefore, the head is very impor
tant, whatever may be its form, or whether it is adapted for the use of
a Wrench or a screw driver. Set-screws are intended for an opposite
purpose, that is, to screw through one member or part and to force
the next member away from it. Hence, the form of the head is only
a matter of convenience in handling it, while the form of the point
is important. Set-screws, shown in Fig. 6, are usually of machine
steel and case-hardened. They are always specified and classified by
the form of their points, as oval points, cupped points and V-points.
Sometimes the V-points have a short portion turned straight between the
point and the beginning of the thread, and are then called gib screws.
When the square head is omitted, and in place of it a slot for a
Screw driver is used, it is called headless, and must be so specified in
addition to the specification regarding the form of the point. The
diameters to which set-screws are made are given in common fractions
of an inch. The following table shows the diameters and threads
per inch for the usual sizes:
TABLE OF DIMENSIONS OF SET-Screws

Threads per

Diameter

Threads per
Inch

Diameter

Inch

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16

20
18
16
14

1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4

13
12
11
10

Unless otherwise specified, all set-screws have square heads. They
are made from square rods of machine steel just large enough to permit
of finishing the body to the size required. Consequently, the heads,
“across flats”, are slightly larger than the diameter of the body.
“Across corners”, as usually shown on a side elevation, the head is
practically one and one-half times the diameter of the body. The
height of the head is the same as the diameter of the body. The
radius of the arc at the crown of the head is one and one-half times

the diameter of the body.

The radius of the arcs at the top of the

two faces of the head, as shown in Fig. 6, is one-half the diameter of

the body.

The heads are partially finished by grinding on an emery

wheel.

The body is “nicked” under the head with a round groove about the
width of the pitch of the thread. The radius of a round point is
three-fourths the diameter of the body. The diameter of a cupped point
is one-half the diameter of the body, and the sides form an angle of 60
degrees. The “cup” is a semi-circle. A V-point screw has an included
angle of 60 degrees. Cap screws are used for similar purposes as ma
chine screws, but where greater holding power is needed. They are
shown in Fig. 7, and are classified by the form of the head as round
head, square head and hexagon head Screws.
It will be noticed that the same head which is called a fillister

head in machine screws is called a round head in cap screws, while
the round head of a machine screw is of hemi-spherical form.

Ordi

narily, cap screws should have the thread cut for about two-thirds of
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the length of their bodies, although the shorter sizes are cut all the
way up to the heads. The diameter of the head of a round head cap
screw is one and one-half times the diameter of the body. The thick
ness of the head of all cap screws is equal to the diameter of the
body.

The radius of the arc at the crown is one and one-half times

the diameter of the body. The slot is of the same proportion as that
in machine screws. The head of the square head cap screw “across
flats” is 1.2 times the diameter of the body. “Across corners”, as it
is generally shown on a drawing, it is nearly 1.7 the diameter of the
body. The radius of the arc at the top of the side faces, as shown,
is equal to the height of the head. The height of the hexagon head
is equal to the diameter of the body. The width across the corners
is practically 1.4 times the diameter of the body. The width across
flats is 1.25 times the diameter of the body. The radius of the arc
at the crown of the head is twice the diameter of the body. The center
for the arc of the center face is at the base line of the head.

The

radius of the arcs for the side faces is equal to half the width of the
center face. If the head is drawn in a view at right angles to the
View here shown, the radius of the arc at the crown of the head will

be one and one-half times the diameter of the body, and the arcs for
the tops of the two faces will be drawn from a center at the base line of
the head.

In considering the subjects of bolts, nuts and screws we should not
forget that cap screws are frequently called bolts. In former years
they were called “tap bolts.” In reality, a bolt is distinguished by
the fact that it must have a nut to make it complete. In machine
shop work a bolt with the body turned accurately to size and the

head and nut finished, is usually called a finished bolt.
in Fig. 8.

This is shown

It will be noticed that the diameter of the head is smaller

than that of the nut, and also that the head and nut are each equal
in thickness to the diameter of the bolt. These bolts have hexagonal
heads and nuts. Fig. 9 shows the ordinary, rough machine bolt. It
has a square head and nut, each slightly thinner than the diameter

of the bolt, and has no machine finish but that on the thread.

The

hole for it is always drilled somewhat larger than the nominal diam

eter of the bolt, to allow for the roughness of the unfinished body.
Fig. 10 shows what is known as a carriage bolt. The head is quite
flat, and for a short distance under it the body is square to prevent
it from turning when driven through wood. It is a rough bolt, slightly
finished on the head, and has a peculiar form of deep, square thread,
and a rather thin, square nut. Fig. 11 shows what is known as a
stove bolt. This may have either, the flat (countersunk) head shown,
or a round head as shown for machine screws. Stove bolts are made

in machine screw sizes with threads cut only a short distance from
the point, and are provided with a quite thin, square nut. While orig
inally designed for fastening the parts of stoves, they are frequently
found very convenient for many other kinds of ordinary unfinished
work.

The different forms of bolts are drawn in a similar manner to that
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described for drawing machine, cap and set-screws. In practice it
will be found that there is a considerable variation in bolts made by
different manufacturers, so that it is difficult to fix any exact rules
for their representation on drawings, although the proportions shown
in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 are accurate enough for all practical purposes.
In addition to drawing the proper form of bolt, it is well to mark
upon the drawing the dimensions of the bolts, as “4” by 3" machine
bolt.” It should not be forgotten that in giving the lengths of bolts,
allowance must be made for the thickness of the nut, since bolts are
measured from under the head to the point, regardless of the nut.*
Application of Screws and Bolts

The large number of errors found in shop drawings in showing the
screws and bolts, very clearly indicate either a rather vague idea of
the proper class of fastenings to use, or a good deal of carelessness in
their correct use. There is no excuse for carelessness in this respect,
since each different form of screw or bolt has been developed for some

special use, to which it is better adapted than for any other purpose.
To make the uses of the various screws and bolts just shown and
described more plain and conveniently remembered, small portions of
drawings are presented in the following, in which the screws and
bolts are used in connection with the proper machine parts to which
they are best adapted.

Fig. 12 shows one of the ordinary uses of flat head machine screws.
They are used for fastening comparatively small and simple pieces, and
in cases where projecting heads would be in the way, or objectionable
for other reasons. Fig. 13 shows a somewhat similar use for round
head machine screws. In this case they are used for fastening a small
bracket, in a place where the projecting head is not objectionable, but
rather adds to the appearance of the device. Fig. 14 shows a common
use of fillister head machine screws. In this case they are used for
securing the caps of a bearing for a small rod or shaft. There are
Some limitations to the use of machine Screws on account of the

manner in which they are usually made. They fit rather loosely in the
tapped hole, and therefore cannot be depended upon to stay in place
unless screwed down very tightly.

The heads of the fillister head

machine screws are seldom fitted into a counter-bored hole as they
are liable to vary too much in diameter to insure a good fit.
Fig. 15 shows the most simple use of the oval point set-screw. This
is a simple planing or milling fixture, and the use of the set-screw
is to clamp a piece of work A in the fixture B. Many similar uses for
this form of set-screw will be found in practice. Fig. 16 shows one
of the most common uses of the cupped point set-screw, that of secur
ing a pulley upon a shaft. This method is frequently used for pulleys,
gears, collars and similar pieces, as the sharp edges of the cupped
point cut slightly into the shaft and hold the part firmly. Where con
siderable holding power is required, recourse should be had to a key
•For dimensions of screws and nuts, according to the standard of a leading
machine tool building concern, see MACHINERY's Data Sheet Series No. 2,
“Screws, Bolts and Nuts,” pages 4, 5 and 6.
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In addition to this means, set-screws are sometimes

used, either on top of the key to prevent it from becoming looseneti,
or at points 120 degrees each way from the key, to provide for addi
tional resistance.

Fig. 17 shows the ordinary use of V-point set-screws. These are
generally used in cases where the point must bear against angular
or inclined surfaces, as in the present case, where a gib A is pressed
against a moving inclined surface B. It is necessary to keep the gib A
from sliding back and forth with the moving part B. Sometimes screws
used for this purpose have the point turned to about half the diam
eter of the body of the screw, for a short distance, the end being
beveled or made of V-form, and fitted to a shallow hole in the gib.
As already mentioned, such a screw is generally called a gib screw.
Set-screws are often provided with thin nuts called check nuts, screwed
nearly up under the head before the screw is put in place. When the
set-screw is screwed down sufficiently, the check nut is screwed tightly
against the surface of the piece, and thus prevents the set-screw from
becoming loosened.

Fig. 18 shows the most common form and use of round head cap
screws, that of holding down the caps over small shaft journals. Cap
screws are usually uniform in the diameter of the head and body,
and the form and diameter of the thread. Hence, they can be accur
ately fitted, both as to the head and the body. The round head screw
is generally used to a much greater extent than the other forms of
cap screws, although the fact that it must be handled by a screw driver

rather than a wrench restricts its use in cases where a great amount
of holding power is required. Fig. 19 shows the ordinary use of square
head cap screws. In this case they are used for holding in place a
cast iron bracket, forming an outer bearing for a shaft. While hexagon
head cap screws might be used in a similar place, the square head
screws seem to be preferred by many mechanics.
Fig. 20 shows the use of hexagon head cap screws, which are the
most reliable of all fastenings, with the exception of a bolt and nut

supplemented by a check nut, or a stud threaded on both ends, the
lower end being screwed into the main casting and the upper end
coming up through the cap or upper piece and provided with a nut
and check nut. Used as shown in the engraving, these cap screws.
should be accurate as to the diameter of the body and the form and
diameter of the thread, so as to fit closely in all drilled and tapped

holes. The surface around the hole must be faced off so as to give
a fair bearing for the under side of the head.
Fig. 21 shows one of the ordinary uses of the finished hexagon
head bolt.

This bolt should be well fitted to the hole, and the surfaces

upon which the head and nut rest should be faced so as to give them
a fair bearing. This bolt is used in the best classes of machine work.
Fig. 22 shows the use of the rough machine bolt, which is ordinarily
used for fastening together the rough cast parts of common machine
frames, but is never used on first-class machine work. It is, however,
nuch used for fastening frames of wood together, and for fastening
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iron parts to wood frames. When used on wood work, thin iron or
steel washers are placed under such heads and nuts as would other
Wise come in contact with the wood.

Fig. 23 shows a familiar use of carriage bolts, showing them used
to fasten the joint-iron to the shaft of a carriage. They are useful
in many cases where light forgings or sheet metal parts are to be
fastened to wood parts. The flattened head and the thin nut increase
the usefulness of this bolt for most of the purposes for which it is
used. Fig. 24 shows one of the most common uses of the stove bolt,
that of fastening two thin castings together.

A stove bolt is really

only a machine screw to which a thin square nut has been added.

CHAPTER II

DRAWING OF MACHINE PARTS

By the terms “section” and “sectioning” on a mechanical drawing
we understand the representation of related or connected parts as they
would appear if cut through on a certain line, usually specified, as, for
instance, “Vertical section on line A-A.” The purpose of showing parts
in section is to indicate the design and construction, and the form of

the parts, in a more graphic manner than by the usual plans, eleva
tions, etc.

Another advantage in thus showing the parts is that it

permits the use of certain conventional methods of distinguishing the
materials of which the parts are made.

It is to this latter feature

that attention is now directed.

On some kinds of drawings, as, for instance, those for exhibition
purposes, or those used as exhibits in courts, the sections of the vari

ous parts are usually indicated by appropriate water colors, represent
ing different materials. In making tracings upon tracing cloth it is
sometimes customary to indicate the different materials by the use of

a soft pencil on the back or dull side of the cloth. But the more
general, and by far the better, method is by the use of various con
ventional forms of section lining on the face of the tracing cloth, or
the drawing, when it is “inked in.”
Fig. 27 shows a system of representing the different materials by
means of combinations of diagonal, parallel lines; lines and dots; and
two series of such lines drawn at right angles to each other.”
* There is no universally adopted standard for cross-sectioning for the pur
pose of indicating different materials. The chart, shown, does not agree fully
with the charts given in any of a number of other text-books on mechanical
drawing, but as these at the same time do not agree with, one another, it has
been assumed that the chart above represents as good practice as those in other
text-books. A chart, similar to this, but differing in a few instances, and more
extensive, was given in MACHINERY's Data Sheet No. 15, December, 1902. An
other chart is given in MACHINERY’s Reference Series No. 2, “Drafting-Room
Practice.” There being no recognized standard, however, cross-sectioning alone
should never be depended upon for indicating materials to be used. Written
directions should also be given, or a small chart placed in a corner of the draw

ing, indicating the conventions used in designating the various materials.
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Figs. 25 and 26 give typical examples of sectioning, showing the
usual manner of applying the methods shown in Fig. 25. It will be
noticed that all section lines are drawn at an angle of 45 degrees with
the horizontal and vertical lines. This is for the purpose of showing
them in contrast to the other lines and thus emphasizing their purpose.
The section lines of the most prominent piece are usually drawn from
the lower left-hand corner to the upper right-hand corner. Those for
adjacent parts are, as far as possible, drawn at right angles to these,
and so on, changing the direction of the lines so as to make the

several pieces as distinct, one from the other, as possible. These
examples should be carefully studied.
Free-hand Sketching

Free-hand sketching is here introduced as it is necessary to be able
to sketch various parts of machines, to take sufficient measurements,
and to write in these dimensions on the sketch, and thus make a
record of sufficient data from which a working drawing may be made.
The ability to make a rapid, even though rough, sketch which, with
the dimensions given, will show to the mechanic just what is wanted,
should be acquired by every draftsman.
Fig. 28 shows a sketch of this kind, to be sent to the forge shop.
From it the blacksmith may get as clear an idea as to what is wanted
as from the most finished drawing. The same may be said of the
sketch for a pattern shown in Fig. 29, when sent to the pattern-maker.
For a temporary pattern it is all that is necessary. Frequently, a
forging for a brace, or a similar piece of forging, is required. Fig. 30
shows how it should be sketched, including detached views at the
ends, the relative position of the bolt holes, etc. Fig. 31 shows two
views of a special wrench. All necessary dimensions are given to
enable the blacksmith to do the job without waiting for a drawing
made to scale. Fig. 32 is an example of a sketch made to locate the
bored holes in a portion of a machine frame that has already been

made, and the distances on which are required for laying out a subse
quent drawing. With either one of the three holes determined on a
drawing, the others can be readily located from the dimensions given.
Machine Drawing

In the following pages the drawing of minor machine parts is illus
trated and discussed as the next progressive steps in the practice of

machine drawing, some more or less complicated parts having been
chosen as examples. In most cases either an elevation and a section
are given, so as to show interior construction lines, or two elevations
are shown, one or the other method being used according to which
may seem best adapted for showing the construction in the most graphic
manner. All of these examples should first be carefully studied for
the purpose of learning why each part is represented as it is, and then,
carefully laid out. Draw them first in light pencil lines, and then ink
in all lines that are to appear in the finished drawing.
Shade lines are to be drawn on the lower and right-hand side of all
raised portions, and on the upper and left-hand side of all depressed

fø32/oca/a7/%/es on a Mºch/ne/7a/ne.

Figs. 28 to 82. Examples of Free-hand Sketching of Machine Details
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surfaces, in the manner shown in the illustrations. In doing this
work, the drawings of Figs. 33, 34, 35, and 36 may be drawn to the
same scale as shown. All the others should be drawn on a scale of
from one and one-half to two times the size of the illustrations.

Dimensions have been purposely omitted on the plates, so as to
give the student an opportunity of working out this important feature
of the work himself. Dimension lines should, however, be drawn, and
figures written in, by taking the necessary measurements by a scale
on the drawing. General directions for the drawing work will be given
for each sheet or plate; these directions should be carefully studied
before commencing the drawing.

A cast-iron flange is shown in Figs. 33 and 34. This is a very simple
drawing and ought to be very easily laid out. First draw the vertical
center line, and then the horizontal center line in Fig. 33. Draw
the circles representing the diameters of the hole, the hub and the
outside, and also the circles showing the six bolt holes. The location
of two of the bolt holes is on the horizontal center line.

Locate the

other four by the use of the 60-degree angle, drawing lines from the
center of the flange. Lay out the keyway at A. The width of this is
usually from one-fifth to one-fourth the diameter of the hole. The
depth should be one-half the width. Draw the section shown in Fig.
34,

projecting horizontal

lines across from Fig. 33 where possible.

Draw the dimension lines, determine the dimensions by a scale, and
write the proper figures as plainly as possible, and in the manner
shown previously in this treatise.

(See Part II, Chapter II).

Draw

the diagonal section lines; in doing this, use the 45-degree angle and
draw the lines all of even width and with as regular spacing as
possible. Irregularity in this respect is a serious defect in the appear
ance of a drawing.

A flange coupling for connecting shafts is shown in Figs. 35 and 36.
This drawing is quite similar to that shown in Figs. 33 and 34, but is
somewhat more complicated and shows several parts assembled in a

complete group. Proceed to lay out the work as in the former example,
so far as the directions there given will apply. In drawing the hexa
gonal nuts, first draw circles equal to the distance across the flat
sides, and around these circles draw the hexagons by the use of the
T-Square and the 60-degree angle. Project lines from the corners of
the hexagonal nuts at A in Fig. 35, to obtain the sides of the nuts and
bolt heads in Fig. 36. Be very careful to draw the arcs representing
the top of the bolt head and chamfer of the nuts exactly as represented,
so as to give a neat, finished and correct appearance. To effect this,
the radius of the arcs must be drawn as directed in the previous
chapter. Notice that the ends of the two shafts connected by this
coupling meet in the center of Fig. 36; also note that the two parts of
the couplings are held central with relation to each other by a circular
recess turned in one of them and a corresponding projection turned on

the other. Draw dimension lines, and after carefully measuring the
various parts, write in the dimensions as before.
A crank for a steam engine is represented in Figs. 37 and 38.

This
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should be drawn one and one-half times the size here shown.

draw the center lines, and then the circles in Fig. 37.
side lines, and lay out the keyway.

First

Add the inclined

Represent by dotted circles the

parts that are not seen. Project from Fig. 37 all the lines possible
for obtaining Fig. 38. Lay out the other lines by careful measure
ments. Notice the fillet at A and the slight curve at B in Fig. 38. The
first is for the purpose of strengthening the connection between the

hub and the arm; the latter curve is due to the inclined side in Fig. 37,
joining the cylindrical part of the hub. Notice also that the crank-pin
C is driven tightly through the lower end of the crank and riveted,

the rear end of the hole in the crank being slightly countersunk for
that purpose.

In Fig. 37 the circle representing the bearing D of the crank-pin C
and its shank E, passing through the crank, is represented by dotted
circles as these parts are hidden.

The shank, and the lines represent

ing the shaft hole F, Fig. 38, are shown by dotted lines for the same
reason. Complete the drawing by adding the proper and necessary
dimension lines and figures, as in the previous examples.
A fly-wheel is shown in Figs. 39 and 40. These two views are to
be drawn at least twice the size shown, so that there may be ample

space in which to draw the smaller arcs at the hub and rim in both
views. Draw first vertical and horizontal center lines, and then the
circles for the hole and hub, and for the inside and the outside of

the rim. Draw center lines for the arms, using the 60-degree angle.
Carefully space off on each side of these the width of the arms, observ
ing that they are wider at the hub than at the rim. Draw the sec
tional view in Fig. 40, showing the thickness of the arms, and also

the strengthening webs A at the hub and B inside the rim. With the
dividers transfer the required measurements relating to these webs
from Fig. 40 to Fig. 39, so as to locate the curve at C and the
circle D. Draw the small arcs at C and E for all the arms. Then lay
out the keyway and project lines from it to the hole in Fig. 40 as
shown.
Draw the cross-section lines in Fig. 40.
Draw dimension
lines where necessary, and write in the figures after careful measur
Ing.

A globe valve is represented in Figs. 41 and 42. It should be drawn
at least, twice the size shown. Proceed as before, drawing the center
lines first and making careful measurements, preferably with the
dividers, of all points necessary for an accurate drawing. Complete
Fig. 41 in all its details before commencing to draw Fig. 42, as there
are many points which may be easily transferred from Fig. 41 to Fig.
42. Much care is required in laying out Fig. 42, as the thickness
of metal must be maintained, and the distances on each side of the
center line very accurately laid out.

In laying out threads, draw a line for the top and another for the
bottom of the thread. Then lay out the form of the thread, as on the
valve stem. Then draw the parallel lines representing the thread,
making them at such an angle that their inclination will be exactly
one-half the pitch of the thread. Remember that all threads are right
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hand unless specified left-hand, and that a thread upon a cylinder, or
a bolt, will show right-hand, while an internal thread, as in a nut, if
shown in section will be inclined in the opposite direction, although
both are right-hand threads. Carefully draw all section lining, noting
that while the body of the valve and its interior parts are of brass,
the hand-wheel is of cast iron.

Lastly add dimensions and figures

wherever they may be necessary.
A cross-head for a steam engine is shown in Figs. 43 and 44. This
drawing should be made at least twice the size shown. Both of these

views are elevations, or exterior views.

Fig. 43 represents the side

elevation, or the front of the cross-head, as we face the front side of

the engine. A is the piston-rod and B, B, are the trunnions upon which
one end of the forked connecting rod is journaled, while the opposite
end fits upon the crank-pin C, Fig. 38. The upper and lower surfaces
of the cross-head are fitted to and slide upon the guiding surfaces
attached to the main frame of the engine and guide the cross-head

in a straight line. D, D, are bronze Wearing pieces of wedge-like form,
held in place and adjusted to position by the hexagon head cap
Screws E.

In drawing these two views, we first draw center lines, and then
the principal circles in both views, Working alternately on one view
or the other as is most convenient, and always projecting points and

lines from one view to the other when possible, as this is quite as
accurate and may be more quickly done than by taking measurements.
Be very careful in setting off distances with the dividers, so as to
have them the same on each side of the center line.

There are two important objects which the student should have in
view when drawing the examples given. First, he should train him
self to draw machine details on an arbitrary scale different from that

shown, and, second, he should measure and write in all dimensions, and
calculate such other dimensions as are necessary, by the adding of
several detail dimensions to find a dimension “over-all.”

This will

necessitate very thorough and careful work, as there must be sufficient
dimensions to enable a machinist to accurately make the piece, when
a single piece is concerned, or to fit the parts together and assemble
them, when a group of parts are represented.

CHAPTER III

THE DRAWING OF SPUR GEARS AND RACECS
The principles of toothed gearing must be fully understood before

any attempt is made to represent gears in a drawing.

Toothed gearing

was doubtless originally suggested by, and developed from, two cylin

ders rolling in contact with each other, and in the endeavor to prevent
any slipping between the two. This condition is graphically shown
in Fig. 45. It is readily seen that if both cylinders are of the same
diameter, as shown at A and B, they will revolve with equal speed,

Machinery

Figs. 45 to 47. Principles of Toothed Gearing

that is, if A is revolved through one complete revolution, the cylinder B
will make one complete revolution also. But, if one cylinder is twice
the diameter of the other, as at C and D, Fig. 46, the smaller cylinder
must make two revolutions while the larger makes but one. Simple
cylinders would, however, transmit but little power, owing to their
liability to slip when in contact with each other, and to avoid this
difficulty, they are provided with teeth, those of one cylinder meshing
with those of the other.

We cannot form the teeth entirely by cutting grooves in the cylin
ders, because we should then have to move the cylinders nearer
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together in order that the teeth may properly mesh or interlock;
and this would have the effect of changing the diameters of the
cylinders and hence their relation to each other, when one is larger
than the other. Neither can we form teeth by attaching strips to the
cylinders for the reason that this also would change their relative
diameters, causing them to be moved further apart. Therefore, we
must adopt a plan midway between these two, which will retain
the cylinders in their original positions. We cut grooves one-half as
deep as the teeth are to be, and add strips to represent the other half,
as shown at E and F, Fig. 47. By this means the centers of the
cylinders remain in their original position, and their relative diameters
are unchanged, the added parts of one cylinder entering into the
grooves of the other.

We will now consider the method for determining the number of
teeth. The peripheries of the cylinders forming the rolling contact
are the basis upon which all calculations of speed and the number
and dimensions of the teeth are made. The circles representing these
cylinders are called the pitch circles. The other terms relating to
gear teeth are given in the diagram, Fig. 48. These terms should
be thoroughly memorized. It will be seen that the addendum circle
is the same as the outside diameter, that is, the diameter over the
ends of the teeth. The circular pitch is the distance from the center of
one tooth to the center of the next, when measured along the pitch
circle. The pitch diameter is the diameter of the pitch circle, and
the root diameter is the diameter of the root circle, or the diameter
at the bottom of the teeth. The face of a tooth is that portion of
the curve of the tooth outside of the pitch circle, and the flank is

that portion within the pitch circle. The width of the tooth is called
the thickness and the portion between the teeth is called the space.
In the past, all gears were designed with reference to the circular
pitch of the teeth. This distance multiplied by the number of teeth,
gives the circumference, which in turn, divided by 3.1416, gives the
pitch diameter. This method of calculation of the various parts of
the teeth proved very tedious, and in consequence some more simple
system was sought for; thus the diametral pitch system was finally
developed. In this system the diametral pitch, which indicates the
ratio between the number of teeth in the gear and the diameter of

the pitch circle in inches, is made the basis of the system. The number
expressing the diametral pitch gives the number of teeth in the gear
for each inch of the diameter of the pitch circle. Consequently if
a gear is 8 diametral pitch and 10 inches in diameter, it will have 80
teeth, and if 5 inches in diameter, it will have 40 teeth, and so on.
We may, therefore, deduce three very simple rules for designing
gears, obtaining the proper number of teeth, determining the diameter
of the pitch circle, etc. These should be committed to memory:
1. Multiply the pitch diameter by the diametral pitch to obtain
the number of teeth.

2.

Divide the number of teeth by the pitch diameter to obtain

the diametral pitch.

SPUR GEARS AND RACKS
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3. Divide the number of teeth by the diametral pitch to obtain
the pitch diameter.
The proportions of the parts of the teeth are based upon equally
simple rules. The addendum, in inches, is equal to one divided by
the diametral pitch.

Therefore, on a gear of 8 diametral pitch, the

addendum is 1/8-inch. The dedendum equals the addendum. The
clearance at the bottom of the teeth is equal to one-tenth the thickness
of the tooth at the pitch line. The relation between the thickness
of the tooth at the pitch circle and the width of the space at the

same point varies with the dimensions of the tooth. In accurately
cut gears this clearance amounts to from 0.02 to 0.03 of the circular
pitch, and is intended to be only sufficient to permit the teeth to
roll freely into the spaces.

-

The development of gear tooth curves is a matter requiring much
careful attention.

Formerly the epicycloidal curve was

considered

proper for the teeth of gears, since it is a curve traced by a point
in one circle rolling upon another. But the curves for the teeth of
two wheels of dissimilar diameters would so vary in form that neither
would run properly with other gears of a much different diameter.
This condition led to such a great variety of patterns when teeth were
cast, and of cutters when teeth were cut from the solid, that the
method was very troublesome and expensive.
The involute curve was tried and it was found to possess several

important advantages over the epicycloidal.

There is no undercutting

of the flank of the tooth. Gears with any number of teeth will run
with other gears of the same pitch and of any number of teeth.

This last is the most important advantage.
Cutters properly shaped for involute teeth may be used for several
different numbers of teeth, consequently the numbers of cutters of
each pitch is much reduced, as will be seen from the following table,
which shows the number of teeth cut for each different arbitrary
number of cutters:
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

will
will
will
will

cut from
cut from
cut from
cut from

135 teeth to a
55 teeth to 134
35 teeth to 54
26 teeth to 34

rack.
teeth.
teeth.
teeth.

No. 5 will cut from 21 teeth to
No. 6 will cut from 17 teeth to

25 teeth.
20 teeth.

No. 7 will cut from 14 teeth to

16 teeth.

No. 8 Will cut from 12 teeth to

13 teeth.

The involute curve is one that may be traced mechanically by a
point at the end of a cord as it unwinds from the surface of a cylinder,
as has been previously explained in Part I of this treatise. In drafting
practice, a single arc very nearly approaching the true involute is
used for the curve of the tooth, including the face and the flank.
This method of drawing is illustrated in Fig. 49, in which A is the

pitch circle, C the center of the gear, and D the working depth of the
tooth. To obtain the curve necessary for the sides of the teeth, we
lay off on the pitch circle the spaces 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, equal to the circular

SPUR GEARS AND RACKS
pitch, and draw radial lines through them from the center C.
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Then

draw the semi-circle E, equal in diameter to the radius of the pitch
circle A. Through the point F where the circle E intersects the
radial lines through the center of the tooth, draw the base circle G.

From the radial lines L., indicating the centers of the teeth, space off
on each side, upon the pitch circle, one-half the thickness of the tooth.
With a radius equal to the distance from the point F to the point H,
and with F as center, draw the curve JJ which will be the curve
of the tooth. With the other points where the base circle intersects
the radial lines as centers, draw the remaining curves of the sides of

the teeth. Then draw another circle inside of the dedendum circle D,
this circle to be sufficiently smaller to provide for the bottom clearance,
and make the radius of arc K equal to one-seventh of the distance

of the space M.

This method of laying out the curves is satisfactory

for all gears of 30 teeth or more. Gears of less than 30 teeth must be
treated differently, as explained below:

Gears having less than 30 teeth are divided into two classes, viz.:
1. Those having from 12 to 18 teeth, inclusive.
2. Those having 19 to 29 teeth, inclusive.
In both cases the Semi-circle E is determined in the Same manner

as in Fig. 49; that is, its diameter is equal to the radius of the pitch
circle A.

Then, for the first class of gears, instead of using for the center the
intersection with the radial line passing through the center of the
tooth as in Fig. 49, we use in this case the intersection with the
radial line passing through the center of the Space as in Fig. 50.
The point H, where this line intersects the semi-circle E, determines
the radius of the base circle F, and also determines the radius H.J.
of the curve for the sides of the teeth.

This curve is continued

below the base circle a distance equal to the distance from the base
circle to the pitch circle. From here it is continued by a short
straight radial line which joins the arc K for the bottom clearance.
The radius of this arc is equal to one-seventh of the distance between

the points of the teeth, this distance being divided as at M. It is
sometimes the practice to omit the straight radial line altogether,
and to continue the curve of the sides of the teeth all the way to
the clearance arc K.

The second class of gears, having from 19 to 29 teeth, inclusive,
have the center of the curve forming the faces of the teeth located
at an intermediate position between the two locations shown in Figs.
49 and 50. In this case the radial line intersecting the semi-circle E
is located at the side of the tooth, as shown at H in Fig. 51, and
the radius HJ describes the proper curve for the tooth. In this case
the flank of the tooth, from the arc of the face of the tooth to the
clearance arc, may be a radial line. As before, the radius of the
clearance arc is one-seventh of the distance between the points of the
teeth, as shown divided at M.
These three methods of drawing the forms of involute gear teeth by
describing arcs of circles and using, where necessary, short, straight
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lines, will be found sufficient for all practical purposes. However, it
is frequently very convenient to have a table of the various parts
of standard gear teeth.

Such a table is given below.

In Fig. 52 is shown a spur gear and pinion drawn in accordance
with the foregoing methods. The lay-outs in this chapter should be
drawn several times and on different scales, so as to give ample
practice. For a more thorough treatise of the calculation and design
of spur gears, see MACHINERY's Reference Book No. 15, “Spur
Gearing.”
The Drawing of Racks and Internal Gears

Usually there is not enough attention given to the form of the teeth
of racks. Therefore, particular attention is called to the two quite
TABLE OF GEAR TEETH DIMENSIONS

ºf

ºr

"º

1

3.1416

1.5708

1%

2.0944
1.5708
1.2566

1.0472
0.7854

2

2%
8
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
24

1.0472
0.7854
0.6288
0.5236

0.4488
0.3927
0.3491
0.3142
0.2618

0.6288
0.5236
0.3927

0.3142
0.2618
0.2244
0.1963
0.1745

0.1571
0.1309
0.1122

0.2244
0.1963
0.1745

0.0981
0.0871

0.1571
0.1309

0.0785
0.0654

Addendum || Wºº |

W:

1. ()000
0.6666
0. 5000

2.0000

0.4000

0.8000
0.6666

1.0785
0.8628
0.7190

0. 5000

0. 5393

0.4000
0.3333
0.2857
0.2500
0.2222
0.2000
0.1666

0.4314
0.3594
0.8080

0.3333
0.2500

0.2000
0.1666
0.1429
0.1250

0.1111
0.1000
0.0833

0.0714
0.0625
0.0555
0.0500

0.0417

1.3333
1.0000

0.1429

0.1250
0.1111
0.1000
0.0833

2.1571
1. 4881

0.2696

0.2396
0.2157

0.1796
0.1540
0.1848
0.1198
0.1078
0.0898

simple but proper methods of drawing them. The first of these is
shown in Fig. 53, in which A is the pitch line, B the addendum line, D
the dedendum line, and E the clearance line at the bottom of the

space. In this case the pitch is divided into two equal parts for
the thickness of the tooth and the width of the space. The sides of
the teeth are straight lines inclined 14% degrees from a perpendicular
to the pitch line, or 75% degrees to the pitch line itself. The root
of the tooth below the dedendum line is formed by an arc whose

radius is one-seventh of the distance F, as in the former examples.
The ends of the teeth may be slightly rounded or not, as may be
desired. This form of rack tooth is used to mesh with spur gears
and pinions having involute teeth.
Another form of rack teeth, to mesh with gears having epicycloidal
teeth, is shown in Fig. 54, in which curves are used for the sides of
the teeth. A is the pitch line; B, the top of the teeth; C, the line
determining the working depth of the teeth; and D, the bottom of

SPUR GEARS AND RACKS
---
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Figs. 52 to 55. The Drawing of Spur Gears and Racks
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the teeth. The pitch and thickness of the teeth are laid off as before,
and at the side of one of the teeth is erected the perpendicular E.
Through the point of intersection of this line with the pitch line A,
is drawn the line FF, at an angle of 78 degrees to the perpendicular E.
Through the intersection G of the inclined line FF with the nearest

side of the next tooth, draw the base line H, which will furnish the
centers for the arcs describing the face of the teeth with the radius JK.
The inclined line FF, being continued through the side of the tooth
at L, gives the location of the base line M, upon which is located
the center L for the arcs for the flanks of the teeth, drawn with a
radius LN. The general inclination of the sides of the teeth is 12
degrees, or a perpendicular to the inclined line FF. The arc at the

clearance line at CD is drawn as in the former examples.
Internal gears are drawn in a manner similar to that described in

the preceding chapter for spur gears.

There are, however, some

differences which should be properly understood.
Heretofore the
gears discussed have been those whose teeth have been upon the outer
surfaces of the cylinders representing the pitch circles.
It often

happens, however, that the smaller gear, or pinion, engaging with
the larger gear cannot be located outside of the pitch circle, but for
various reasons must be located Within it.

In these cases the teeth

project inwardly from the pitch circle instead of outwardly, and we
have an example of an internal gear.
In our spur gear examples we considered two cylinders rolling
against each other. In the case of the rack to be used in connection
with a gear or pinion, we have the condition of a cylinder rolling upon
a straight line. When we consider the internal gear, as shown in
Fig. 55, we have a smaller circle rolling within a larger circle. The
tooth form may properly be modified so as to be represented by arcs
with easily determined radii. The method of laying out the teeth
is as follows:

Draw the pitch circle A, the addendum circle B, the dedendum
circle C, and the clearance circle D, as before. Lay off the pitch and
divide it for the thickness of the teeth and the width of the spaces
as in former examples. Through the perpendicular or radial line EE,
at the point of its intersection with the pitch circle A, draw the
inclined line FF, at an angle of 78 degrees to the line EE, and through
the point of intersection with the center line of the next tooth, as at G,

draw the base circle H, which by its intersection with the center
lines of the teeth furnishes the centers for the arcs describing the
faces of the teeth with the radius GJ. Again, through the point of

intersection of the line EE, with the pitch circle A, draw a second
inclined line to K, at an angle of 87 degrees to the line EE, which by
its intersections with the center line of the teeth furnishes centers

for the arcs representing the flanks of the teeth in the manner shown,
the radius being LM. The arc at the clearance line D is the same as
in former examples.*
*For additional information on internal spur gears, see MACHINERY's Refer
ence Series No. 15, “Spur Gearing,” second and following editions, Chapter III.

CHAPTER IV

THE DRAWING OF BEVEL GEARS
The proper design and construction of bevel gears will be considered
in this chapter. In this case, instead of the gears being mounted upon

parallel shafts, they are placed upon shafts set at an angle with each
other, usually at a right angle. Instead of the gears being represented
by two cylinders, they are represented by two cones rolling upon
each other. This form is shown in Fig. 56, where the two cones A
and B rolling in contact produce the same effect as the two cylinders
shown in the chapter on spur gears. Their relative diameters govern
their ratio of Speed the Same as in Spur gears.

A pair of bevel gears is shown in Fig. 57. These gears are of the
same relative proportions as the cones in Fig. 56, the triangle ABC
representing the cone A, Fig. 56, and the triangle BCD representing
the cone B.

The calculations for the number of teeth are made from

the outer ends, at A, B, and D, and are the same as the calculations
for spur gears. The distances AB and BD are the pitch diameters.
The tops and the bottoms of the teeth, as shown at G and H, are
radial lines from the apex C, which is also the point of intersection of
the center lines CF and CE.

The two shafts may be at any desired angle, but must always be in
the same plane, if motion is to be transmitted by normal bevel gears,
that is, by gears whose teeth are radial, or formed along lines drawn
from the apex of the fundamental cone. When the teeth are not so
placed, as in case of shafts not in the same plane, but passing each
other on either side of the apex of the cone, the gears are said to be
skew bevel gears. Such construction should always be avoided, if
possible.

There are several calculations in bevel gearing not found in spur
gearing. These calculations consist in accurately determining the
angle of the pitch cones ABC and BCD, Fig. 57, the angle of the face
of the teeth, and the angle of the bottom of the teeth, or cutting angle.
From an accurate drawing these angles may be measured With a
protractor. In general, however, they should be calculated as explained
in MACHINERY's Reference Series No. 37, “Bevel Gearing.” When the
angles are written on a drawing they should be so expressed that
a bevel protractor may be set against the hub of the gear, and its arm
against the face angle, when turning the face. It is not convenient
for the machinist to have the angles calculated from the axis of the
shaft.

-

The portion of the spur gear tooth called the addendum is some
times called the increment of a bevel gear, while the dedendum of
the spur gear is called the decrement in bevel gears. However, these
terms need not necessarily be used in describing the teeth of gears or
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their parts, as the terms addendum and dedendum sufficiently describe
what is meant.

In drawing a pair of bevel gears, we first draw the center lines of
the shafts, that is the lines CF and CE, Fig. 57. Having determined
the respective pitch diameters of the two gears, we set off the diameter
of the large gear on each side of the center line CF, as to A and B,
and draw the vertical line BD.

On each side of the center line CE

we set off the diameter of the smaller gear, as to B and D, and draw
the line A.B. Draw the lines AD and BC, representing the surfaces of
the fundamental cones upon which the gears are constructed. The
lines for the outer and inner ends of the teeth are always at right
angles to these lines. At A, B and D set off the addendum and deden
dum (above and below the pitch line), and from the points thus deter
mined draw radial lines to the common center C.

These lines will be

the top and bottom of the teeth. Determine the width or face of the
gears, remembering that it should in no case be over five times the
thickness of the teeth.

Lay out the diameters of the two shafts, bearing in mind that their
diameters should bear a proper relation to the diameters of the two

gears. Thus, if one gear is twice the diameter of the other, the areas
of the cross-sections of the shafts (not their diameters) should theoreti
cally, bear the same proportion. The length of the bearing on the
shaft should be from one to two times the diameter of the shaft.

The

longer this bearing is, the more rigid the gears will be, and hence the
better they will run. The remaining outline of the section of the
gears will depend very much upon the purpose and use of the gears,
the location in which they are placed, and their relation to other

parts surrounding them or connected with them.
Fig. 58 shows the outlines of a pair of bevel gears of equal diam
eters. These are usually called “miter gears.” The included angle
of the pitch cones is 90 degrees. Fig. 59 shows the most common form
of bevel gears, usually called bevel gear and pinion. Fig. 60 shows
the outlines of a pair of bevel gears located on shafts at an angle of
30 degrees. The method of drawing them is apparent from the illus
tration. Fig. 61 shows a similar pair of gears whose shafts are at an
angle of 60 degrees. Fig. 62 shows a section of an internal bevel gear
meshing with a pinion. In this case the gear A. must be cut on the
inside, while the pinion B is constructed in the usual manner. The
construction lines given in the engraving show clearly the method of
laying out the gears. The tooth parts are calculated from the large
ends of the teeth as before.

CHAPTER W

WORM AND SPIRAL GEARS
There has been a great deal of discussion as to the methods of

calculating and drawing worm-gears, and many elaborate formulas
have been devised and used for this purpose.
In this chapter it is
proposed to illustrate and describe a method which is simple and easy

to remember, and one that has been tested by years of practical work
under the most severe conditions.

As a general term, worm gearing includes that class of gearing in
which a gear similar in construction to a spur gear is driven by a

worm, i. e. a cylinder, upon whose surface is formed a thread adapted
to engage the teeth of the gear. A single-thread worm will move the
worm-gear a distance of one tooth for each revolution of the worm.
With a worm having a double thread, the worm-gear is moved two
teeth for each revolution of the worm, and so on. The shafts of the
worm-gear and worm are nearly always, but not necessarily, at right
angles to each other.
In Fig. 63 is shown a side elevation and in Fig. 64 a front elevation
of a simple form of worm and worm-gear. The worm A is cut with
a single thread, the sides of which are of 14%-degree inclination.
The worm-wheel has a similar form of teeth, the pitch line being
located the same as in a spur gear; but, inasmuch as we have the

thread at an angle, the teeth of the worm-gear must be cut at an angle
also, as shown at C. The diameter of the pitch circle is calculated
the same as in a spur gear. The number of teeth multiplied by the
circular pitch gives the circumference, which, divided by 3.1416, gives
the diameter of the pitch circle.*

The special point of simplicity in this instance is the unusually large
diameter of the worm in proportion to the thickness, or width across
the face, of the worm-wheel, the contact being on an arc of only 28

degrees.

With this proportion the pitch line of the teeth of the worm

wheel may be straight, and still conform, approximately, to the curva
ture of the worm. This, however, will be found to be an exceptional

case, and this construction is never used when a considerable amount
of power is to be transmitted, as the contact surface between the
thread of the worm and the sides of the worm-gear teeth will be of

too small an area to operate without undue friction.

The design more often employed is that shown in Fig. 65, where,
instead of the angle of 14
28 degrees in total for the
or an included angle of 80
surface. Here, however, a

degrees on each side of the center line, or
two sides, we have 40 degrees on each side,
degrees, which gives ample area of bearing
new problem is presented. As we formerly

*For a thorough treatise on the calculation of worm-gear dimensions, see
MACHINERY's Reference Series No. 1, “Worm Gearing.”
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cut the teeth in a straight line, the pitch circle could be measured as

in a spur gear. Now we have a considerable curvature, and it is
readily seen that this different condition must be provided for. In
practice, the best form of gear teeth for wearing qualities will be the
result if the pitch circle is located as follows: Divide the pitch line
curve from F on the center line, to G on the angular line, into three

equal parts, without regard to the number of degrees comprising the
enclosing angle; through the second division point E, thus obtained,
draw the line determining the diameter of the pitch circle, as indi
cated.*

Fig. 66 is a diagram showing the relation of the angle of a thread

to the axis of revolution. Let the base AB of the right-angled triangle
ABC represent the circumference of the pitch circle of the worm,
and the height BC represent the pitch. The hypothen use AC forms
with AB the angle of the thread, which may be found in degrees and
minutes by dividing the pitch in inches by the circumference in
inches, which will give the tangent of the angle. We then obtain the
angle from a table of natural tangents.

If the worm has a double

thread, the height of the right-angled triangle will be twice that for a
Single thread, as shown by the dotted lines; if it has a triple thread,
three times; and for a quadruple thread, four times, and so on.

With these principles understood it is not difficult to lay out worm
gearing. In cutting a worm-gear, a milling cutter of the proper form
and of practically the same diameter as the worm, is set at the proper

angle, and is gradually sunk into the gear, cutting the spaces between
the teeth. This operation will not form the teeth with the necessary
accuracy, and hence a cutter called a “hob” is used for finishing. The
hob is, in effect, a worm with longitudinal grooves cut in it, thus form
ing cutting edges or teeth. The hob is revolved in contact with the

worm-wheel exactly in the same manner as the worm, and gradually
gives the correct form to the teeth.
Spiral Gears

The subject of spiral gears is not very well understood by the aver
age mechanic. The teeth of a spur gear are cut in a straight line
parallel to the axis. When the teeth are cut at an angle to the axis,
the angle being produced by a gradual rotation of the blank, as the
cut advances, a spiral gear is the result. If the face of the blank is
of sufficient width, the tooth finally makes a complete turn, and the
completed gear resembles a screw.

The distance from the point of

the beginning of the cut until one complete revolution has been made,
measured on a line parallel to the axis of the gear, is the lead of the
spiral.

The angle of this spiral is found by dividing the circumfer

ence of the cylinder or blank upon which the spiral is cut by the lead
of the spiral; the quotient is the tangent of the angle of the spiral.
If the angle of the spiral and the circumference are known, the
*This method is not universally employed. For a discussion of various
methods used, see MACHINERY's Reference Series No. 1, “Worm Gearing,”
Chapter IV.

-

#See MACHINERy’s Reference Series No. 52, “Advanced Shop Arithmetic for
the Machinist,” Chapter XI.
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lead may be found by dividing the circumference by the tangent of
the angle, the quotient being the lead.
If the angle of the spiral and the lead are given, the circumference
may be determined by multiplying the tangent of the angle by the
lead, the product being the circumference.

It should be remembered that in making calculations for spiral gears
as for spur gears, the circumference used in the calculations is always
that of the pitch circle and not that of the addendum circle, or the
outside circumference of the blank.”

If the shafts on which spiral gears are mounted are parallel, the
gears will have their teeth cut at the same angle. (See Fig. 67). If
two spiral gears are in mesh and both have right-hand spiral teeth,
the angles of the two shafts will be equal to the sum of the two spiral
angles. When two spiral gears are in mesh, one having a right-hand
and the other a left-hand spiral, subtract the spiral angle of the one
from the spiral angle of the other, to obtain the angle between shafts.
When two spiral gears, the teeth of which are in mesh, each have
teeth cut at an angle of 45 degrees, and have the same number of

teeth, the lead of their spirals and their pitch diameters will be the
Saule.

All angles of the teeth of gears must be considered at the pitch
line, since it will be readily understood that if the pitch is compara
tively large in proportion to the diameter of the pitch circle, the angle
will be considerably greater at the points of the teeth, i. e. at the out
side diameter.

Fig. 67 shows an ordinary pair of spiral gears in mesh, the angles

of the teeth being equal and 30 degrees with the axis. The only
requirement in this case is that the angles in both gears shall be alike,
but the angles should not be too acute; they ought not to be over 45
degrees. While the two gears here shown have the same number of
teeth, this is not essential, as the number of teeth may be according
to the speed ratio desired, the same as in spur gears.
In Fig. 68 is shown a pair of spiral gears with their shafts at right
angles, the gear A having 16 teeth and the gear B 8 teeth, from which
it necessarily follows that the speed of gear B will be twice that of A.
It is essential, from the angles of the two gears, that B must be the
driver and A the driven gear, otherwise they will not operate.

Spiral

gears are frequently and properly called “helical,” because of the fact
that the tooth is wound around the gear in the form of a helix.

It will

be noticed that the gears shown in Fig. 68 are similar, in action, to
worm-gearing, to which all spiral gears are, by their construction,
closely allied.
In designing spiral gears we may take the following as an example:
Suppose the two gears are to be 8 and 2 inches in pitch diameter. The
larger one will have 48 inches lead, and the smaller one a lead of 12
inches.

Then

8 × 3.1416 = 25.1328 = circumference,

which,

divided

by the lead (48) gives 0.5236. Hence, it will be found from a table of
tangents, that the angle is 27 degrees 40 minutes. The angle of the
*For a thorough treatise on the calculation of spiral gears, see MACHINERY's
Reference Series No. 20, “Spiral Gearing.”
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smaller gear will be 90 degrees minus 27 degrees 40 minutes or 62
degrees 20 minutes.

The angles added together must be equal to 90 degrees so long as the
shafts are at right angles.
It must always be remembered that when the shafts are at other
than right angles, this fact will very materially change the angles of
the teeth of spiral gears, and when the pitch diameters are alike and
the number of teeth different, the angles will be different.
Racks may be used in connection with spiral gears, of comparatively
short lead. The teeth of the rack may be at right angles to the line
of movement, or at any angle from 90 degrees to 45 degrees. The shaft
of the spiral gear engaging them may be parallel with them, or at
any angle up to 45 degrees. Better results will usually be obtained if

this angle is less than 35 degrees. The teeth of the rack may be made
concave as in a worm-gear, if desired, but they are usually cut straight.
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ways; Duplex Keys.

No. 17.

Mechanics and Strength of Ma

Cer: rifugal
Energy;
terials.-Work;
Force; Center of Gravity; Motion; Fric
tion; Pendulum; Falling Bodies; Strength
of Materials; Strength of Flat Plates;
Ratio of Outside and Inside Radii of

Thick Cylinders, etc.
Beam Formulas and Structural

No. 18.

Ioesign.-Beam Formulas; Sectional, Mod
uli of Structural Shapes; Beam Charts;
Net Areas of Structural Angles; Rivet

Spacing;

Splices, for

Channels

and I

beams; Stresses in Roof Trusses, etc.

No. 19.

Belt, Rope and Chain Drives.-

Couplings, Clutches,

Dimensions of Pulleys; Weights of Pul

Crane Chain and Hooks.-Pillow Blocks;
Babbitted Bearings; Ball and Roller Bear
ings; Clamp Couplings; Plate Couplings;
Flange Couplings; Tooth Clutches; Crab
Universal
Clutches;
Cone
Couplings;
Friction;
Chain
Crane Chain;
Joints;
Crane Hooks; Drum Scores.

leys; Horsepower of Belting; Belt Veloc
ity; Angular Belt Drives; Horsepower
transmitted by Ropes; Sheaves for Rope
Drive; Bending Stresses in Wire Ropes;
Sprockets for Link Chains; Formulas and

Machine

No. 20. Wiring Diagrams, Heating and
ventilation, and Miscellaneous Tables.—
Typical Motor Wiring Diagrams: Resist
ande of Round Copper Wire; Rubber Cov
ered Cables; Current Densities for Vari
ous Contacts and Materials; Centrifugal
Fan and Blower Capacities; Hot _Water
Main Capacities; Miscellaneous Tables:
Decimal Equivalents, Metric Conversion
Tables, Weights and Specific Gravity of
Metals, Weights of Fillets, Drafting-room

No. 8.

No. 9.

Bearings,

Springs,

Slides

and

Letails.-Formulas and Tables for Spring
Machine Slides; Machine
Calculations;
Hand
Levers;
and
Collars;
Handles
Wheels; Pins and Cotters; Turn-buckles,
etc.

No. 10.

Motor Drive, Speeds and Feeds,

Change Gearing, and Boring Bars.-Power
Cutting
Machine
Tools;
for
required

Speeds and Feeds for Carbon and High
speed Steel; Screw Machine Speeds and
Feeds; Heat Treatment of High-speed

Tables
Chain.

for

Conventions,

Various

Classes

of

Driving

etc.
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